
The GC-PC 2040/1 petrol chainsaw from Einhell is equipped with an OREGON quality guide bar. An air-cooled 2-stroke engine with ball bearings at

both ends of the crankshaft delivers plenty of power. An anti-vibration feature reduces body stress and fatigue. Primer and auto choke eliminate cold

start problems. Kickback protection with an instant-reaction chain brake, a chain catch and a large stop claw made of metal all contribute to safety

during use. The automatic chain lubrication system supplies the chain with sufficient chain oil. Complete with cutter rail guard and a petrol/oil mixing

bottle.

GC-PC 2040/1  (non EU)

Petrol Chain Saw
Item No.: 4501852

Ident No.: 11015

Bar Code: 4006825613285

Features
OREGON high-quality rail and chain-

Auto-Choke and Primer for a fast start-

Anti-Vibrations handle - cushion shocks and reduces user fatigues-

Big metal claw-

Kickback protection with instant chain brake-

Automatic lubrication of the chain-

Chain catch –  reduces the risks when the chain jumps off-

Petrol/oil mixing bottle-

Cutter guard-

Technical Data
- Engine two-stroke, air cooled

- Engine displacement 50.4 cm³

- Power 2 kW

- Max. speed 11500 min^-1

- Capacity of fuel tank 0.54 L

- Capacity of oil tank 240 mL

- Sword length 400 mm

- Cutting length 39 cm

- Cutting speed 21 m/s

Logistic Data
- Product weight 6.6 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 7.9 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 470 x 295 x 310 mm

- Pieces per export carton 2 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 16 kg

- Dimensions export carton 485 x 315 x 415 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 914 | 1928 | 2168
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Available as special accessories

Spare bar BG-PC 4040
Accessory garden technique
Item No.: 4500156
Bar Code: 4006825548778
Einhell Grey

Sparechain 40 cm (57 T) Petrol
Chain Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4500176
Bar Code: 4006825548839
Einhell Grey
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